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MANUFACTURING

  watermansport 
Presents its range of products «lifesaving» and new construction techno-
logy. 
With its experience of over 15 years in the manufacture of professional 
and lifesaving, the new generation of boards is designed with the latest 
technology manufacturing vacuum quality materials, all EC origin.

All the products we use to manufacture and design are controlled and 
meet the guarantees of quality we require.

-EPS blank made for the surf industry. 
-Epoxy resin-and tissue assembly French. 
-Paint and varnish German brand. 
-Wood veener origin Europe. 
-Inserts and housings made for life saving. 
-High strength-Pad EVA manufactured in Europe.



VACUUM MANUFACTURING 

Bending test
If we compare two boards, Blank classical lamination 
and one using our manufacturing technique, you will find that 
stratifications watermansport have virtually no flex.

Construction vacuum ensures a good weight ratio and stiffness. 
Without going into the details of our «secrets» of manufacturing, we use 
this method to manufacture all of our products. The term «sandwich» 
means that a rigid core is laminated between the tissue layers.
WATERMANSPORT uses wood for various reasons, the main ones being: 
The wood-large capacity to bind properly with the resin 
-No hazardous degassing as a PVC foam.
-Its abundance in Europe, making it a «green» soul (low carbon) 
-An exceptional resistance to stress. 
Quality glass fabrics and carbon surrounding this core is also very impor-
tant. 
That is why we have selected our tissues and chose to work with a French 
company. 

We are 100% sure of our products.

Concrete results for the performance and longevity of the board:

No flex To much flex
   Standart 
lamination

Standart board

watermansport technolog Classic board lamination
        skin is to thin.

                     Sandwich construction y



Impact bending performance 
The rigidity of the stratification directly affects the performance of the board. 
The diagram below helps to better understand the contribution of our technology on per-

Stiffness= performance gain. 
The flexion during a stroke is directly related to the bending of the latter. 
For imaging, when compared with a foam board, the further structure of the board, this 
is the natural bending of the foam will cause a loss of speed. A racing board behaves the 
same way. 
When the board has the flex, the rocker, the profile of the board changes.

Effect of structure on longevity 
Our sandwich skin also has the advantage of providing a very important impact resis-
tance. Upon impact, the structure more resistant and remain localized. The structure will 
not be degraded. Further repairs are easy.

WATERMANSPORT BOARD CLASSIC BOARD

The impact disperses easily. The structure is 
not exposed. Stratification on the impact is 
not obtained.

The impact easily pierces the stratification. 
The water rushes quickly into the EPS bread. 
The impact quickly causes delamination and 
damage.

Effective drag desired Entry into smooth ride

Too much flex on the board changes the curve of the rocker

Path of the water under the board for the train hereby The rocker deforms, the 
board pushes water

Increases dragged



Equipments

FINS

WATERMANSPORT FINS

-Easy disassembly 
-Can be fitted perfectly into the housing 
-Lightweight and robust 
-Meets ILS standards

Composition dyed in 
the mass

Rounded edge 
ILS standards

perfect fitting

Screws and fixing nuts

FIN BOX Type a housing U.S. box specially built 
for vacuum techniques.

Stratification block homo-
geneous reinforced with the 
«skin»

housing 
U.S. box

The housing of the drift is taken into 
the body. It is almost impossible to tear. 
No cracks, no water intake ..



Inserts

Handles

The insert blocks are always a tricky part in a board. Indeed they are the link between the 
exterior and interior. We made   our completely waterproof inserts 
Thanks to their mass taken in from the initial construction of the board. They are engineered 
specifically for our use and you can loosen and tighten the screw as many times as you wish. 
They resist a tensile 500KG.

Block insert 
watermansport

Block reinforce-
ment into the mass

Stainless steel 
screws

Structure watermansport Classic board 

Take water
Pvc or wood block 
directly under the 
stratification

AluminiumRivet pop

WATERMANSPORT
HANDLES 

Structure of the handle

WATERMANSPORT

SOFT NEOPRENE
      STRAP HARD

Screw head covered

-Light 
-Easily replaceable 
-Design watermansport 
-Soft-touch 
-Resistant traction

printed logo



Vent Screw

The leash plug

LES KNEE PADS

La poignèe latérale de portage

printed logo

               block insert 
             watermansport

Vent screw

Receiving block screws

All the constructions of EPS boards require vacuum vent screw. 
EPS bread contains a lot of air and to avoid delamination due to specific constraints ex-
pansent air inside the bread, the screw acts as a valve.

Always remove the screw when: 
-You are flying with your board 
-When your board will be ex-
posed to excessive heat.

It is not necessary to remove the screws when you are on the beach

We have positioned leash plug on all our models of racing, nip-
pers and rescue boards.

This type of handle on the side of the board, popularized in 2005 has become a standard on our boards. 
We created our own model of «side handle» half-moon shape and fully integrated in the stratification. No 
catch water as possible.

Our new generation of Pads: 
-resistant 
Hypo-allergenic 
-comfortable



FAQS

All our boards are they building with the same technology?

Why use wood as reinforcing core?

About building

A: Yes, all our boards are manufactured with our expertise in vacuum. The difference between the products 
is the distribution and arrangement of tissues. A racing board «Elite» is not the same composantes like rescue 
board but the method of construction is the same.

A: wood, or rather the wood sheets have exceptional properties to bind to the resin. 
It is an ecological material both its origin and its abundance. And unlike other methods such as linen, wood 
does not need to be converted to the other side of the world and is not water intensive. 
We decided not to use PVC foams because of their harmfulness to the environment.

On the board

What shapes for our boards?

A: Of course we have different shapes depending on the programs of these.
- Plate «Elite» is based on our most competitive model that has proven with its title of European Champion of 
France , Spain and outcomes globally. She is comfortable in all situations , waves and flat . It is validated and used 
by our TEAM .
- Plate «club» based on a very accessible shape , easy stability, easy to surf. The cradle is more accentuated with a 
center of gravity lower . The general outline of the board makes it accessible to all boards .
The nipper - Epoxy allows young competitors have a very powerful board and easy access to the upper level 
growing .
The Eva - nipper allows learning without risk.
The rescue - board includes in its shape all the constraints of pro rescue :
Waves pass easily , efficiently and rowing to load a victim safely.

Your body weight: he has an impact on the choice of the board?

A: The overall volume of the board varies depending on your weight, yes, but not only. 
Your level, your way of paddling,  your preferences are decisive in choosing your model of board. We have a range 
of boards which allows us to offer you maximum possibilities.



What is the lifespan of your board watermansport?

What is the weight of the boards watermansport?

A: The weight of a plate remains one of the essential elements of performance. 
The weight of our boards is designed to meet the requirements of their destination. 
A board-style «elite» meet the ILS standards Either 7k600 equipped. 
A board-style «club» meet the requirements of the collective use and will be close to 8k00 
A rescue-board weighs in professional use 9k500. 
-A nipper board weighs about 6kg him. 
We build a tolerance of about 5%.

Why a difference in weight between the two racing models?

A: It is important to understand that to achieve a weight of 7k600 for a board with such a volume and equipped with 
accessories is a real challenge. Another challenge is that the board remains in the weight throughout the life of the 
board. The Elite model focuses our know-how to achieve these goals. 
The club model is actually him, for this purpose and we found it necessary to put more reinforcements to precisely 
answer this use. Its weight is equivalent to that of most of the plates in the market.

R: You have to necessarily distinguish the goods between them and their individual or collective use. 
Epoxy products for individual use: Very long life. 
Products for public use will depend forcing users. 
All our products are built to last.

Using the board

What maintenance requires a board watermansport?

A: Our boards do not require additional maintenance (just be careful with his board). 
Boards should be rinsed sea salt as often as possible, because the salt attacks including neoprene handles. Parti-
cular attention must be paid during transport and storage. If, however, scratches can occur during deposition on 
a rack covered with sand, our boards do not risk any damage to their structure.

to use the air release valve?

A: The vent screw can be removed and easily calls using a screwdriver. 
It is essential to remove when you are flying or that you expose the plate to a source of heat. All pressure 
constraints must be taken into consideration. 
Heat on a beach is not large enough to cause damage. By cons must pay attention to the interior of a vehicle 
in direct sunlight can reach 70 °. It should also take precautions when the board is on the roof of a car out of 
the wind exposed to full summer sun. 
We use this screw system because, from our experience, it remains the most reliable.



Why order a board watermansport?

How to order a board watermansport?

How soon to get the board of your choice?

What does the warranty watermansport?

Order a board

A: Obtain a board watermansport generation 2014, is the assurance of having a quality product, controlled 
from one end to the other of its manufacture. It is the assurance of having a traceable product, guaranteed and 
durable.

A: By contacting us on our website 
www.watermansport.com 
www.watermansport-shop.com 
You immediately know the availability of our models. 
You can order online and choose a shipment throughout France or withdrawal shop 
Possible delivery also by appointment in competition or near our warehouse sector.
For international: 
You can contact our representative area 
In the event that are not represented in your area, we can directly send the materials at very competitive 
prices across Europe 
For international European communauty out, we make a quotation transport ships or aircraft

A: We produce continuously throughout the year and most of our models are available immediately. 
Otherwise, count 6 to 8 weeks. 
This deadline also applies to custom boards.

A: We guarantee our boards 1 year against defects in construction. This time allows widely to see if a construction 
problem occurs. This warranty covers all or delamination problems accessories. It excludes operating errors or 
breach of the rules of use.

How to repair when there is a damage ?

What does the number on the board watermansport?

A: If you damage your board watermansport, repairs are easy. Please contact us for us to give you the ad-
dresses of repairers with whom we work. 
Warning Repairs should be made with a Epoxy base.

A: The number that is part of the Tail of the board is the unique number that one. 
With this issue we have all the information on the board. Each board has its own book manufacturing.


